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Abstract
In this paper we generalize a part of Neukirch-Uchida theorem for number fields from
the birational case to the case of curves SpecOK,S with S a stable set of primes of a number
field K. In particular, such sets can have arbitrarily small (positive) Dirichlet density. The
proof consists of two parts: first one establishes a local correspondence at the boundary S,
which works as in the original proof of Neukirch. But then, in contrast to Neukirchs proof,
a direct conclusion via Chebotarev density theorem is not possible, since stable sets are in
general too small, and one has to use further arguments.
1 Introduction
Our goal is to generalize a part of the Neukirch-Uchida theorem ( [Ne] Theorem 2) for number
fields to schemes of the form SpecOK,S where K is a number field and S a stable set of primes.
Stable sets were introduced in [Iv3], they have positive but arbitrarily small Dirichlet density
and behave in many (but not all) aspects like sets of primes of density one. In particular, many
Chebotarev sets are stable. Thus the case considered in this paper is somewhere between the
birational case considering SpecK and the arithmetic case considering SpecOK,S with S a finite
set of primes. Clearly, the arithmetic case is much harder. The same anabelian question for
function fields in one variable over a finite field, was answered by Tamagawa [Ta] in the case of
a finite set S. However, the number field analogue of his proof seems to be out of scope at the
moment.
To state our main result, we recall briefly the definition of stability. Let λ ą 1. Roughly
speaking, a set S of primes of K is λ-stable, if there is a subset S0 Ď S and some 0 ă a ď 1,
such that the Dirichlet density of S0pLq for almost all finite subextensions of KS{K lies in the
interval ra, λaq. The condition p:qp in the theorem below should be understood as ’stable and
good for p’. It is not very restrictive. In Section 2 we recall all necessary definitions and results
about stable sets which we will use.
Theorem 1.1. For i “ 1, 2, let Ki be a number field and Si a set of primes of Ki, such that
(a) K1 is totally imaginary and Galois over Q,
(b) for i “ 1, 2, the set Si is 2-stable and satisfies p:qp for almost all p,
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(c) there are two odd rational primes under S1,
(d) there is an odd rational prime p with Sp Ď S2 and Si satisfies p:qp for i P t1, 2u.
If GK1,S1 – GK2,S2, then K1 – K2.
The important assumptions are that K1{Q is Galois and that S1, S2 are stable. All other
assumptions are of technical nature.
The first step towards a proof of this theorem is the “local correspondence at the boundary”,
which is very similar to the birational case. Roughly speaking, it is a bijection deduced out of σ,
between primes of S1 and S2, which respects the residue characteristic and the absolute degree
of primes. It is interesting that (in contrast to the original proof of Neukirch) we neither need
to know that the decomposition groups of primes in Si are the full local Galois groups, nor that
there is a rational prime p invertible on SpecOK,S . This last phenomenon can indeed happen
for ’nice’ stable sets S (but not for sets with density one; cf. [Iv3] Section 3.4).
Now the striking point is the following. In the birational case, the corresponding result
of Neukirch follows directly from an established local correspondence at the boundary and an
easy application of Chebotarev density theorem. The same would also work in the case of
restricted ramification if δKipSiq “ 1. But for general stable sets an analogous application of
Chebotarev is impossible, since stable sets can have arbitrarily small (positive) density. Naively,
this can be illustrated by the following easy consideration: the Chebotarev set PM{Kpσq do not
determine the field M uniquely, i.e., there are different finite Galois extensions M,N{K and
elements σ, τ in the corresponding Galois groups with PM{Kpσq “ PN{Kpτq. Thus beside the
local correspondence one needs some further arguments to prove the theorem. Those are given
in Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.4. The first involves stability property once again and
the second shows that certain Galois extensions of number fields do not come by base change
from smaller Galois extensions. That are these extra arguments, which require the additional
technical assumptions in the theorem.
Notation
In this paper we use the same notations as in [Iv2]. In particular, for a pro-finite group G we
denote by Gppq its maximal pro-p quotient and by Gp a p-Sylow subgroup. For a subgroup
H Ď G, we denote by NGpHq its normalizer in G.
For a Galois extensionM{L of fields, GM{L denotes its Galois group. By K we always denote
an algebraic number field, that is a finite extension of Q. If L{K is a Galois extension and p¯
is a prime of L, then Dp¯,L{K Ď GL{K denotes the decomposition subgroup of p¯. If p :“ p¯|K is
the restriction of p¯ to K, then we sometimes allow us to write Dp¯ or Dp instead of Dp¯,L{K , if no
ambiguity can occur. We write ΣK for the set of all primes of K and S, T will usually denote
subsets of ΣK . If L{K is an extension and S a set of primes of K, then we denote the pull-back
of S to L by SL, SpLq or S (if no ambiguity can occur). We write KS{K for the maximal
extension of K, which is unramified outside S and GS :“ GK,S for its Galois group. Further,
for p ď 8 a (archimedean or non-archimedean) prime of Q, Sp “ SppKq denotes the set of all
primes of K lying over p and Sf :“ SrS8.
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An outline of the paper
After recalling necessary definitions and facts about stable sets in Section 2, we will in Section
3 establish the local correspondence at the boundary for a given isomorphism of two Galois
groups of the form GK,S with S stable. This is the first step towards a proof of Theorem 1.1.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we give two further arguments needed in its proof. Finally, in Section
4.3 we prove Theorem 1.1.
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2 Stable sets
We briefly recall the concept of stability from [Iv3].
Definition 2.1 (part of [Iv3] Definitions 2.4, 2.7). Let S be a set of primes of K and L {K any
extension.
(i) Let λ ą 1. A finite subextension L {L0{K is λ-stabilizing for S for L {K, if there
exists a subset S0 Ď S and some a P p0, 1s, such that λa ą δLpS0q ě a ą 0 for all finite
subextensions L {L{L0. We say that S is λ-stable, if it has a λ-stabilizing extension for
L {K. We say that S is stable for L {K, if it is λ-stable for L {K for some λ ą 1. We
say that S is (λ-)stable, if it is (λ-)stable for KS{K.
(ii) Let p be a rational prime. We say that pS,L {Kq satisfies p:qrelp , if µp Ď L and S is
p-stable for L {K or µp Ę L and S is stable for L pµpq{K. We say that S satisfies p:qp,
if pS,KS{Kq satisfies p:qrelp .
We will need the two following results about stable sets, which we take from [Iv3].
Theorem 2.2 ( [Iv3], Theorem 5.1(A)). Let K be a number field, p a rational prime and S Ě R
sets of primes of K with R finite. Assume that pS,KRS {Kq is p:qrelp . Then
KRS,p Ě
#
Kpppq, if p P SrR
Knrp ppq if p R S.
Proposition 2.3 ( [Iv3], Proposition 5.13(ii)). Let K be a number field, S a set of primes of
K. Let p be a rational prime, r ą 0 an integer. Assume that either p is odd or KS is totally
imaginary. Let KS{L {K be a normal subextension. Assume pS,L {Kq is p:qrelp and p8|rL : Ks.
Then
limÝÑ
L {L{K
X2pKS{L;Z{prZq “ 0.
3
Remarks 2.4.
1) Many results (e.g., such as the two quoted above, but also various Hasse-principles,
Grunwald-Wang style results, finite cohomological dimension, etc.) holding for sets with
density one also hold (with respect to a prime p) for stable sets of primes (satisfying p:qp).
The proofs in the case of sets with density one rely heavily on the fact that various Tate-
Shafarevich groups of GK,S with finite resp. divisible coefficients vanish. This is in general
not true for stable sets and the reason why many proofs still work, is that one can, us-
ing stability conditions, bound the size of Tate-Shafarevich groups, which in turn implies
the vanishing of them in the limit taken over all finite subextensions of certain (infinite)
subextensions KS{L {K.
2) Most natural examples of stable sets are almost Chebotarev sets: ifM{K is a finite Galois
extension and σ P GM{K , then the associated Chebotarev set is defined as
PM{Kpσq :“ tp P ΣK : p is unramified in M{K and Frobp,M{K is the conjugacy class of σu.
We say that a set is almost Chebotarev, if it differs from a Chebotarev set only by a subset
of density zero. They are stable in many cases (cf. [Iv3] Corollary 3.4), and even if not,
they inherit many properties of stable sets. Also a stable almost Chebotarev set satisfies
p:qp for almost all rational primes p.
3) If S contains an almost Chebotarev set, then the global realization result Theorem 2.2
holds for S with respect to all rational primes p (i.e., pKSqp “ Kp), even if S does not
satisfy p:qp for some p’s. The proof of this involves further arguments (cf. [Iv4]).
3 Local correspondence at the boundary
Generalizing results of Neukirch, we show that under certain conditions on the set S of primes
of K, the decomposition groups of primes in S are intrinsically determined by GK,S . Since we
in general do not know, whether the decomposition groups are the full local groups, we can not
characterize them as absolute Galois groups of local fields and thus we have to deal with p-Sylow
subgroups, which are of particularly simple kind.
3.1 Some technical preparations
As in [Iv2] we use the following notational short-cut.
Definition 3.1 ( [Iv2] Definition 2.1). A group of p-decomposition type is a non-abelian pro-p
Demushkin group of rank 2.
Thus a group of p-decomposition type is of the form Zp ˙ Zp with Zp ãÑ AutpZpq “ Zp˚
injective (this follows from [NSW] 3.9.9, 3.9.11). Such groups have an easy structure theory and
one easily describes all their subgroups explicitly (cf. [Iv2] Lemma 2.2).
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a number field, S a set of primes of K, p a rational prime. Assume S
is stable and satisfies p:qp. If p¯ is a prime of KS, let Dp¯,p Ď Dp¯ denote a p-Sylow subgroup. For
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any p¯1 ‰ p¯2 P SpKSq we have inside GK,S:
pDp¯1,p : Dp¯1,p XDp¯2,pq “ 8
and
pDp¯1 : Dp¯1 XDp¯2q “ 8.
Proof. An easy index computation shows that one can go up to a finite extension ofK insideKS .
Using this, we can assume that p¯1|K ‰ p¯2|K and (by [Iv3] Lemma 2.8) that for any subextensions
KS{L {L{K with L{K finite, the pair pS,L {Lq is p:qrelp . Now an application of Theorem 2.2
(with R “ tp¯2|Ku) shows that Dp¯2 lies in the kernel of the projection
GK,S  GRK,S ,
whereas Dp¯1,p has infinite image. Thus pDp¯1,p : Dp¯1,p XDp¯2,pq ě pDp¯1,p : Dp¯1,p X V q “ 8, where
V :“ kerpGK,S  GRK,Sq. The second statement follows from the first.
Lemma 3.3. Let κ be a p-adic field. Let κ1{κ be a Galois extension containing the maximal
pro-p-extension of any finite subfield κ1{λ{κ. Then Gκ1{κ do not contain any subgroup of p-
decomposition type.
Proof. Is the same as for [Iv2] Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.4. Let K be a number field, S a set of primes of K and p a rational prime. Assume
S is stable and satisfies p:qp.
(i) Let H0 Ď Dp¯ be a subgroup of p-decomposition type, where p¯ P Sf . Then NGK,SpH0q Ď Dp¯.
(ii) Let H be a subgroup of GK,S of p-decomposition type. Assume there is an open subgroup
H0 Ď H such that H0 Ď Dp¯,p for some prime p¯ P Sf . Then H Ď Dp¯.
Proof. (i): Let Dp¯,p Ď Dp¯ be a p-Sylow subgroup, containing H0. First of all, by Lemma
3.3 (which assumptions are satisfied by Theorem 2.2), p¯ does not lie over p. Consequently,
Dp¯,p is also of p-decomposition type (it can not be pro-cyclic, since it already contains H0),
and hence by [Iv2] Lemma 2.2, the inclusion H0 Ď Dp¯,p is open. Let x P NGK,SpH0q. Then
H0 “ xH0x´1 Ď xDp¯x´1 “ Dxp¯. Thus Dp¯ X Dxp¯ Ě H0 contains an open subgroup of Dp¯,p.
Hence Lemma 3.2 implies xp¯ “ p¯, i.e., x P Dp¯.
(ii): Replacing H0 by the intersection of all its H-conjugates, we can assume that H0 is normal
in H. Since H0 is also of p-decomposition type, part (i) implies H Ď Dp¯.
3.2 Characterization of decomposition groups
Theorem 3.5. Let K be a number field and S a set of primes of K. Assume there is a rational
prime p such that S Ě S8 is stable and satisfies p:qp. Let H Ď GK,S be of p-decomposition type
and assume that H satisfies the following technical condition: for any intermediate subgroup
H Ď U Ď GK,S with last inclusion open, p8|pU : xxHyyU q where xxHyyU denotes the minimal
closed normal subgroup of U , containing H. Then H is contained in a decomposition subgroup
of a unique prime in pSf rSpqpKSq.
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Proof. Uniqueness follows from Lemma 3.4 and [Iv2] Lemma 2.2(ii). Let H Ď GK,S be of p-
decomposition type. By Lemma 3.4(ii) it is enough to show only that an open subgroup of H
is contained in a decomposition group of a prime in Sf rSp. Hence by [Iv3] Lemma 2.8 we
can assume that for all subextensions KS{L {K, the pair pS,L {Kq is p:qrelp . Further, if p “ 2,
by Theorem 2.2 KS is totally imaginary, hence we can assume that K is totally imaginary
in this case. For any H Ď U Ď GK,S with last inclusion open consider the restriction map
H2pU,Z{pZq ÑÀpPSpUqH2pDp,KS{KUS ,Z{pZq. The main observation is that
limÝÑ
HĎUĎGK,S
X2pU,Z{pZq “ 0,
as by our assumption and by Proposition 2.3, for any class α PX2pU,Z{pZq there is a subgroup
U Ě V Ě xxHyyU Ě H with first inclusion open, such that the image of α in X2pV,Z{pZq is
zero. Thus passing to the direct limit over all open U containing H we obtain an injection:
Z{pZ – H2pH,Z{pZq ãÑ
ź
pPSpMq
H2pDp,KS{M,Z{pZq.
where M :“ KHS . Hence there is a prime p P SpMq with H2pDp,KS{M,Z{pZq ‰ 0, this prime is
non-archimedean, since K is totally imaginary if p “ 2 and the proof can be finished as in the
original paper of Neukirch [Ne] Theorem 1 ( also cf. [NSW] 12.1.9).
Corollary 3.6. Let K be a number field and S a set of primes of K. Assume there is a rational
prime p such that the following hold:
(i) S Ě S8 is stable and satisfies p:qp
(ii) for each p P Sf , we have µp Ď KS,p.
Then the group GK,S given together with the prime p determines intrinsically the decomposition
subgroups of primes in Sf rSp.
Proof. The proof works exactly as in [Iv2] Section 3.4. For convenience we repeat it here (except
for some technical details). First of all, since µp Ă KS,p for any p P Sf , it follows from Theorem
2.2 that for any p¯ P pSf rSpqpKSq, the composition
Gp,p ãÑ Gp  Dp¯ ãÑ GK,S
is injective, or with other words, the p-Sylow subgroup of Dp¯ is of p-decomposition type. For
any U Ď GK,S open (and small enough) we claim the equality of the following subsets of the set
of all subgroups of p-decomposition type inside U :
SylppU, Sf rSpq “
$’&’%H Ď U :
H is a subgroup of p-decomposition type satisfying
the technical condition in Theorem 3.5
and maximal of this type
,/./- ,
where SylppU, Sf rSpq denotes the set of all p-Sylow subgroups of decomposition subgroups of
primes in Sf rSp of the field KUS . Indeed, Theorem 3.5 assures that any group in the right set
is contained in a decomposition group of a prime in Sf rSp, and by maximality it has to be
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a p-Sylow subgroup. Conversely, any group H lying in the left set is of p-decomposition type,
satisfies the technical property from Theorem 3.5 (by Lemma 3.2) and is maximal with these
properties. Indeed, to prove maximality assume H Ď H 1 with H 1 of p-decomposition type. This
inclusion has to be open by [Iv2] Lemma 2.2(ii) and thus by Lemma 3.4(ii), H 1 is contained in
the same decomposition group as H. Since both are pro-p-groups and H is a p-Sylow subgroup,
we get H “ H 1, proving the maximality of H.
Thus the data pGK,S , pq determine intrinsically the set SylppU, Sf rSpq for any U Ď GK,S
open. U acts on this set by conjugation. We have an U -equivariant surjection
ψ : SylppU, Sf rSpq pSf rSpqpUq
(U acts trivially on the right side), which sends H to the prime p¯|L, such that H Ď Dp¯,KS{L,
where L :“ KUS . By [Iv2] Lemma 3.9 we have a purely group theoretical criterion for two
elements on the left side to lie in the same fiber of this surjection, which allows us to reconstruct
the set pSf rSpqpUq. For any inclusion V ãÑ U of open subgroups of GK,S , we have (a priori
non-canonical) maps SylppV, Sf rSpq Ñ SylppU, Sf rSpq, and via ψ they induce the restriction-
of-primes maps pSf rSpqpV q Ñ pSf rSpqpUq. Finally, if U Ď GK,S is normal, the GK,S-
action by conjugation on SylppU, Sf rSpq induces via ψ the natural GK,S-action on pSf rSpqpUq
by permuting the primes. In this way we have reconstructed the projective system of GK,S-
sets tpSf rSpqpUq : U Ď U0, U Ÿ GK,Su, where U0 Ď GK,S is some open subgroup. Now the
decomposition subgroups of primes in Sf rSp are exactly the stabilizers in GK,S of elements in
the GK,S-set limÐÝUĎU0,UŸGK,S pSf rSpqpUq.
Remark 3.7.
(i) It is remarkable that Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 hold even if NpSq “ t1u, i.e, if there is
no rational prime invertible on SpecOK,S . Indeed, there are examples of stable sets with
arbitrarily small density satisfying p:qp for all p and NpSq “ t1u ( [Iv3] Section 3.4)
(ii) Observe that p:q2 is equivalent to being 2-stable. In particular, the assumptions of Corol-
lary 3.6 in the case p “ 2 reduce to ’S is 2-stable and S Ě S8’.
3.3 Local correspondence at the boundary
Definition 3.8. For i “ 1, 2, let Ki be a number field, Si a set of primes of Ki and let
σ : GK1,S1
„Ñ GK2,S2
be a (topological) isomorphism. If U1 is a closed subgroup of GK1,S1 with fixed field L1, we
write U2 for σpU1q and L2 for its fixed field, etc. We say that the local correspondence at
the boundary holds for σ, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) For i “ 1, 2, there is a finite exceptional set Sexi Ď Si, such that for any p¯1 P pS1,f rSex1 qpK1,S1q,
there is a unique prime σ˚pp¯1q P pS2,f rSex2 qpK2,S2q, with σpDp¯1q “ Dσ˚pp¯1q, such that σ
induces a bijection
σ˚ : pS1,f rSex1 qpK1,S1q „ÝÑ pS2,f rSex2 qpK2,S2q
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which is Galois-equivariant, i.e.,
σ˚pgp¯1q “ σpgqσ˚pp¯1q
for each g P GK1,S1 and p¯1 P S1,f pK1,S1q. In particular, for any finite subextension
L1 of K1,S1{K1 with corresponding open subgroup U1 Ď GK1,S1 , if two primes p¯1, q¯1 P
S1,f pK1,S1q restrict to the same prime of L1, then also σ˚pp¯1q, σ˚pq¯1q restrict to the same
prime of L2, and hence σ˚ induces a bijection
σ˚,U1 : pS1,f rSex1 qpL1q „ÝÑ pS2,f rSex2 qpL2q.
(ii) For allK1,S1{L1{K1 finite with corresponding subgroup U1 Ď GK1,S1 and for all but finitely
many primes p1 P pS1,f rSex1 qpL1q, the residue characteristics and the local degrees of p1
and σ˚,U1pp1q are equal.
Corollary 3.9. For i “ 1, 2, let Ki be a number field and Si a stable set of primes. Assume
that Ki,Si is totally imaginary and that Si satisfies p:qp for almost all rational primes p and in
particular for p “ 2. Let
σ : GK1,S1
„ÝÑ GK2,S2
be an isomorphism. Then the local correspondence at the boundary holds for σ and moreover,
one can choose Sexi to be the set of 2-adic primes in Si. More precisely, for any U1 Ď GK1,S1,
σ˚,U1 preserves the residue characteristic and the absolute degree of all primes p P S1pU1q, whose
residue characteristic ` is odd and such that Si satisfies p:q` for i “ 1, 2.
Proof. To avoid notational problems, let us exceptionally denote by S2-adicpLq the set of 2-adic
primes of a number field L. We apply Corollary 3.6 to pKi, Si, p “ 2q for i “ 1, 2. It shows that
σ maps decomposition groups of primes in S1,f rS2´adic to decomposition groups of primes in
S2,f rS2´adic. Thus we can define σ˚pp¯1q by the equality
Dσ˚pp¯1q “ σpDp¯1q.
The Galois-equivariance of σ˚ is straightforward. It remains to show that for any finite subexten-
sion K1,S1{L1{K1 with corresponding open subgroup U1 and for any p1 P S1,f pL1q with residue
characteristic `, which is odd and such that Si satisfies p:q` for i “ 1, 2, the map σ˚,U1 preserves
the residue characteristic and the local absolute degree. For any such ` and any p¯ P S1,f pK1,S1q
with residue characteristic `, Theorem 2.2 implies that the maximal `-extension of Ki,p is real-
ized by Ki,Si . Let p P SipLiq be a prime with residue characteristic ` and p¯ an extension to Ki,Si .
Lemma 3.10 shows that Dp¯,KS{Li encodes the information about the residue characteristic and
the absolute degree of p. Thus σ˚,L1 preserves the residue characteristic and the absolute degree
of all primes in S1,f with residue characteristic ` being odd and such that Si satisfies p:q` for
i “ 1, 2.
Lemma 3.10. Let κ be a local field with characteristic zero and some residue characteristic `
and λ{κ a Galois extension with Galois group D, which contains the maximal pro-`-extension of
κ. Then D encodes the information about ` and rκ : Q`s.
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Proof. Let Gκ be the absolute Galois group of κ. We have a surjection pi : Gκ  D, and for any
open U Ď Gκ with Gκ{U an `-group, surjections U  pipUq U p`q, which for any rational prime
p induce injections
H1pUp`q,Z{pZq ãÑ H1ppipUq,Z{pZq ãÑ H1pU,Z{pZq.
For all primes p ‰ `, the Fp-dimension of the space on the right (and hence also in the middle) is
bounded by 2, and for p “ `, the dimension of the space on the left gets arbitrary big, if U gets
arbitrary small among all subgroups U Ď Gκ such that Gκ{U is an `-group. Thus the residue
characteristic ` is equal to the unique prime p, such that dimFp H1pV,Z{pZq is unbounded as V
varies over all open subgroups of D, such that D{V is a p-group. Further,
rκ : Q`s “ χ`pGκp`q,Z{`Zq “ χ`pDp`q,Z{`Zq.
Remark 3.11. The proofs (of Theorem 3.5, Corollary 3.6 and Corollary 3.9) would be less
technical if one would assume the stronger condition: ’KS realize the maximal local extension
at each p P Sf ’ on the involved stable sets S. It is satisfied in the following cases.
(i) If S is defined over a totally real subfield, (not necessarily stable), and S Ě S8YSp1 YSp2
for two different rational primes p1, p2 (by [CC] Remark 5.3(i)).
(ii) If S is stable and satisfies p:qp for all rational p’s (by [Iv3]).
(iii) If S contains an almost Chebotarev set (by [Iv4]).
We conjecture that it is true in general if S is stable.
4 Anabelian geometry of curves SpecOK,S with S stable
4.1 Uniform bound
Besides the local correspondence on the boundary, the following argument plays a central role
in the proof of Theorem 1.1. From now on, we consider all occurring fields to be subfields of a
fixed algebraic closure Q of Q.
Proposition 4.1 (Uniform bound). For i “ 1, 2, let Ki be a number field, Si a set of primes of
Ki and let
σ : GK1,S1
„Ñ GK2,S2
be an isomorphism. Assume that the local correspondence at the boundary holds. Assume that
S1 is stable. Then there is some N ą 0, such that for all (not necessarily finite) intermediate
subfields K1,S1{M1{K1, such that M1 is normal over Q, one has rM1 : M1 XM2s ă N , where
M2{K2 corresponds to M1{K1 via σ.
Lemma 4.2. Let κ be a field. If pViqiPI is a cofiltered system of κ-vector spaces, such that
dimκ Vi ă n, and V :“ limÝÑI Vi , then dimκ V ă n.
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. For any n vectors in V there is an i P I, such that these vectors has
preimages in Vi. These preimages are linearly dependent. Hence their images in V are linearly
dependent.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since S1 is stable, by [Iv3] Proposition 2.6, there is some N ą 0, such
that δL1pS1q ą N´1 for all finite subfields K1,S1{L1{K1. Let M1 be a subextension of K1,S1{K1,
such that M1{Q is normal. By Lemma 4.2 and since M1 is a union of finite extensions of K1,
which are normal over Q, we can assume that M1{K1 finite. Let
S11 :“ S1pM1q X cspM1{QqpM1q.
Since M1{Q is normal, δM1pcspM1{QqpM1qq “ 1 and hence
δM1pS11q “ δM1pS1q ą N´1.
Lemma 4.3. Let S12 :“ σ˚pS11q. Then
(i) δM2pS12q “ δM1pS11q.
(ii) S12
Ă„ cspM1M2{M2q.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. (i) follows from the local correspondence at the boundary by explicitly
computing the density, since σ˚ preserves the residue characteristic and the absolute degree of
almost all primes in S11.
(ii): Let p1 P S11 be such that σ˚ preserves the residue characteristic and the absolute
degree of p1. Let p2 :“ σ˚pp1q P S12 and p :“ p2|M1XM2 . The fiber OM1M2 bOM2 κpp2q over
p2 in SpecOM1M2 is isomorphic to pOM1 bOM1XM2 κppqq bκppq κpp2q. By assumption, we have
p2|Q “ p1|Q P cspK1{Qq and hence p P cspM1{QqpM1 XM2q Ď cspM1{M1 XM2q. This implies
that OM1 bOM1XM2 κppq is isomorphic to a product of copies of κppq. Thus we obtain
OM1M2 bOM1 κpp2q –
ź
κpp2q,
i.e., p2 is completely decomposed in M1M2.
Using Lemma 4.3 and the normality of M1M2{M2, we obtain:
rM1 : M1 XM2s´1 “ rM1M2 : M2s´1
“ δM2pcspM1M2{M2qq
ě δM2pS12q
“ δM1pS11q
ą N´1.
This proves Proposition 4.1.
4.2 Non-existence of lifts
Last but not least, Proposition 4.4 proven in this section provides the last argument which we
need in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let L{K be a Galois extension of global fields. We want
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to study, under which conditions there is no Galois extension L0{K0, such that L{K is a base
change of L0{K0, i.e., K0 “ K X L0 and L “ KL0.
Proposition 4.4. Let K,L0 be two linearly disjoint Galois extensions of a global field K0, and
set L “ KL0. Assume one of the following holds:
(a) – K is a totally imaginary number field and
– L “ KSpppq for some prime number p, or
(b) There is a prime p of K0, which is completely split in K, such that for any p¯1, p¯2 P SppLq
with p¯1|K ‰ p¯2|K , we have Dp¯1,L{K ‰ Dp¯2,L{K .
Then K “ K0.
We will only use part (a) of this proposition.
Proof. Assume (a) holds. Then L{K and L0{K0 are both Galois with Galois group isomorphic
to GK,Spppq. By [NSW] 10.3.20, the number of independent Zp-extensions of K satisfies
rkZp G
ab
K,Spppq ě r2pKq ` 1.
Since GL{K – GL0{K0 , the field K0 has at least r2pKq ` 1 independent Zp-extensions. Assume
K ‰ K0. Then rK : K0s ě 2, and since K is totally imaginary, we obtain:
r2pKq ` 1 “ rK : Qs
2
` 1 ě rK0 : Qs ` 1 ą rK0 : Qs.
But by [NSW] 10.3.20, the number of independent Zp-extensions of K0 is ď rK0 : Qs. This is a
contradiction, hence K “ K0 (notice that we nowhere made use of Leopoldt’s conjecture!).
Assume (b) holds. Let ψ : GL{K
„Ñ GL0{K0 denote the canonical isomorphism. Assume there
are two different primes p1 ‰ p2 in K over p. Let q be some prime of L0 over p. One can chose
primes p¯i P SppLq, such that p¯i|K “ pi and p¯i|L0 “ q. As p1, p2 are split over K0, we obtain
that ψ maps Dp¯i,L{K isomorphically to Dq,L0{K0 . But by assumption Dp¯1,L{K ‰ Dp¯2,L{K , hence
Dq,L0{K0 “ ψpDp¯1,L{Kq ‰ ψpDp¯2,L{Kq “ Dq,L0{K0 , which is a contradiction. Thus there is only
one prime over p in K, and since p is completely split, we obtain rK : K0s “ 1.
4.3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
By assumption (b) in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 3.9 the local correspondence at the boundary
holds for σ: for any open subgroup U1 Ď GK1,S1 with fixed field L1, σ induces a functorial
bijection
σU˚1 : pS1,f rS2´adicqpL1q „Ñ pS2,f rS2´adicqpL2q,
which preserves the residue characteristic and the absolute degree of all primes in
pS1,f r pS2´adic Y T qqpL1q, with T :“ t` : S1 or S2 is not p:q`u. We obtain rK2 : Qs ď rK1 : Qs
from this. Indeed, by assumption (d) there is an odd prime p with Sp Ď S2 and p R T , and
hence σ˚ preserves the residue characteristic and the absolute degree of primes in SppK1q X S1
by Corollary 3.9. Hence σ˚pS1 X SppK1qq “ SppK2q and
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rK2 : Qs “ dimQp K2 bQ Qp “
ÿ
pPSppK2q
rK2,p : Qps “
ÿ
pPpSpXS1qpK1q
rK1,σ´1˚,K1 ppq : Qps
ď
ÿ
pPSppK1q
rK1,σ´1˚,K1 ppq : Qps “ rK1 : Qs.
(4.1)
By (c) we have two rational primes p1, p2, such that Spj Ď S1, pj ą 2. Let p P tp1, p2u. The
quotient GK1,Spppq of GK1,S1 is torsion-free (cf. [NSW] 8.3.18 and 10.4.8). SinceK1 is normal over
Q, Sp is defined over Q and the maximal pro-p-quotient of a profinite group is characteristic, we
deduce that the field K1,Spppq is normal over Q. Let L2,p be the field corresponding to K1,Spppq
via σ (a priori, L2,p must not be equal K2,Spppq). We have the following situation:
K1,Spppq
H1
L2,p
K1.pK1,Spppq X L2,pq
H2 K1,Spppq X L2,p
H2K1 K2
K1 X L2,p
K1 XK2
In this diagram the group H1 is a subgroup of GK1,Sp ppq{K1,Sp ppqXL2,p and of GK1,Spppq. But
the first of these two groups is finite by Proposition 4.1 and the second is torsion-free. Hence
H1 “ 1, i.e., H2 “ GK1,Spppq. By Proposition 4.4(a) we get K1 “ K1 X L2,p, i.e., K1 Ď L2,p.
Doing this for p “ p1, p2, we get: K1 Ď L2,p1 X L2,p2 “ K2, the last equality being true, since
L2,pj{K2 is a pro-pj-extension for j “ 1, 2. By (4.1) we conclude that K1 “ K2.
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